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If F, G, and H are graphs, write F ~ (G,/-/) to mean that however the edges of F are colored 
red and blue, either the red (partial) subgraph contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph 
contains a copy of H. Many interesting questions exist concerning this relation, particularly 
involving the case in which F is minimal for this property. A useful tool for constructing graphs 
relevant to such questions, at least when G and H are 3-connected, is developed here, namely 
graphs called senders. These senders are used to prove a number of theorems about he class of 
minimal F, as well as various related results. For example, let each of G and H be 3-connected, 
or a triangle. Then there exists an a > 0 such that if n is sufficiently large, there are at least 
ca, log, nonisomorphic F such that F ---, ((3, H) in a minimal way. 
1. Introduction 
If F, (3, and H are graphs, write F ~ (G, H) to mean that however the edges of 
F are colored red and blue, either the red (partial) subgraph of F contains a copy 
of G or the blue subgraph contains acopy of H. Also, write F ~ (G, H) if the above 
is true with the additional requirement that the red G or blue H which occurs must 
be an induced subgraph of F. These two relations are often called the weak and 
strong (Ramsey) arrows respectively. Many of the most interesting problems 
concerning these relations involve min ima] i ty .  Say that F is ((3, H)-minimal if 
F---->(G,I-I), but F' --/-> (G, H) for any proper subgraph F'  of F, and let ~(G,/-/) 
be the set of all ((3,/-/)-minimal graphs. Let the term.~ ((3, H)*-minimal and 
~*(G,/4) denote the corresponding concepts for the strong-arrow case. 
It is clear from Ramsey's Theorem [18] that ~t(G,/-/) is nonempty for any G 
and H. The same is true for ~ *((3, /-/), but this is much more difficult; see [8, 9, 
19, 20]. With the existence of minimal graphs established, it is natural to ask what 
more can be said about ~(G,/-/) and ~*(G,/-/). In particular, there arises the 
question of when these classes are infinite. This question has only been partially 
answered; the survey [1] summarizes most of what is known about it, as well as 
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other questions involving the above arrow relations. (In the case of star forests, 
[3] supercedes the results reported on in [1], and also disproves that case of the 
conjecture of [1].) 
Ne~etHl and RScil [15] have settled another important case, that in which 13 
and H are sufficiently well connected. Define F3 to be the class of all 3-connected 
graphs, together with K3. Also, define F~ to be the class of all graphs which are 
2-connected and have the further property that the removal of no two adjacent 
vertices disconnects the graph. (Hence, any cycle is a member of F~.) In [15] it is 
shown that ~(13,/-/) is infinite whenever 13, HeF3  and that ~*(13,/-/) is infinite 
whenever 13, H e F~. Once one knows that these classes are infinite, it is natural to 
study their properties, uch as the number of members of ~ or ~*  with a given number 
of vertices, or the properties their members can have. We will develop here a 
method which is a powerful tool for studying such questions. 
When G and H are both complete, this method has already been developed 
and applied [5, 6]. The method is the use of certain special graphs called signal 
senders, and certain related graphs. Here we will extend the idea of this type of 
graph to the case at hand, although we shorten the name of such graphs, calling 
them merely senders. 
Definltion. A 2-coloring of the edges of a graph in which no red 13 and no blue H 
occurs is called ((3, H)-good. 
DeAnilion. H 13 and H are graphs, a negative (G, H, e, f)-sender is a graph F 
containing edges e and f with the following properties: 
(a) F-/* (G, t-/); 
(b) In each (13,/-/)-good coloring of/7, e and f have different colors, 
(c) F has a ((3,/-/)-good coloring in which e is red, and one in which e is blue. 
De41nilion. A positive (13, H, e, D-sender is a graph satisfying (a), (b), and (c) as 
above, except with the words "the same color" replacing "different colors" in (b). 
We see the reason for the term 'sender': The graph can be thought of as 
sending a signal from e to f telling f what color to be. We call e and f signal edges. 
We now define another useful type of graph, although it is obvious that it cannot 
exist when 13 = H. 
Defmltion. A (G, H, e)-determiner is a graph F containing an edge e such that F 
has ((3,/-/)-good colorings, but in any such coloring, e must be red. 
Again, we call e a signal edge. We will also want a determiner that will force 
edge e to be blue; note that an (H, (3, e)-determiner will serve this purpose. For 
this reason, we avoid speaking of both red and blue detei,,,iners. The penalty for 
using the simpler terminology, of course, is that we must be careful to observe the 
order of G and H. 
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In the strong-arrow case, we make the same definitions, placing an asterisk 
after the parentheses and replacing ~ with )---~. Thus we speak of ((3,/-/)*-good 
colorings, ((3, H)*-senders, and ((3,/-/)*-determiners. (Here, and in all that fol- 
lows, we drop any or all of the parameters in our terms when the meaning is 
dear.) Also, we note that any notation not defined here follows Harary [11]. It is 
also worth pointing out that although arrows are used in the work of the second 
two authors (such as [15, 20]), they point in the opposite sense to that used here. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, 
we prove the existence of (G, /-/)-senders whenever (3, He  F3, and of ((3,/-/)- 
determiners whenever (3, H ~ Fa and G ~ H. In Section 3, we use these graphs to 
prove a number of results relating to ~(G, H). The proofs all involve using 
senders or determiners to construct graphs with desired properties. We do not 
state any of the theorems in Section 3 here, because our primary emphasis is on 
the use of senders and determiners as a method for constructing useful graphs. 
Finally, in Section 4, we extend these results to the strong case (which is easy), 
and indicate certain other straightforward extensions of the results. 
2. The existence of senders and determiners 
In this section we prove that both types of ((3, H)-sender exist whenever 
G, H ~/'3, and moreover that the signal edges can be either adjacent or arbitrarily 
far apart. We also show that if G~ H as well, (G, H)-determiners exist. The 
results of this section and their proofs are a combination of the ideas in [5, 6, 15]. 
Before proceeding, we state a convention that will apply from now on in what 
follows. At many points, we will construct graphs from other graphs by identifying 
edges and sometimes vertices. We adopt the convention that in such a case, all 
edges and vertices that were disjoint before the identifications remain disjoint 
after them, except when actually forced by these identifications. This convention 
will save many tedious words. 
Our first lemma is stated more generally than it needs to be here; the greater 
generality will be useful elsewhere. 
Iammm 2.1. Let G and H be graphs without free edges and without isolated 
vertices. Then there exists a graph F containing a vertex x such that F has 
((3, I-I)-good colorings, but such that in no such coloring all edges incident with x 
have the same color. 
Proof. Let Fo be a ((3, H)-minimal graph. We now form F by removing one of its 
edges, choosing x to be one of the endpoints of the missing edge. By the 
minimality of F0, we see that F has good colorings. But now suppose that F had a 
good coloring in which all edges incident with x were, say, red. Consider the 
two-colored F0 produced by taking such a two-colored F and restoring the 
missing edge, coloring it blue. By hypothesis, this /70 must now have a blue H, 
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since the restored edge was blue. But the restored edge is a free edge of the blue 
subgraph, which cannot be, since H has no free edges. Hence, F and x satisfy the 
requirements, and the proof is complete. [] 
The graph F can be thought of as a very weak sort of negative sender, since if e 
is an edge incident with x, some other such edge must be of the opposite color in 
any good coloring. Our basic idea now is to combine many copies of F by 
identifying the corresponding copies of x and various 'signal edges', finaUy to 
produce (almost) a sender. This process can be described in terms of the way in 
which the neighborhoods of the copies of x intersect. This leads us to study 
hypergraphs, where each hyperedge corresponds to a neighborhood of x in some 
copy of F. 
The hypergraphs we will consider will be k-uniform and oriented. That is, the 
vertices of each hyperedge are labeled 1, . . . ,  k in some order; the same vertex 
can (usually will) have different labels in different hyperedges. When k = 2, we 
have in effect an ordinary directed graph. Before our next lemma, we make a 
definition which generalizes the usual notion of a good vertex-coloring of a 
hypergraph. 
Dellnltion. Let cg be a class of 2-colorings of the set {1 , . . . ,  k}, which we will call 
forbidden colorings. Let ~ be a k-uniform oriented hypergraph. Say that a 
coloring of the vertices of IT is C~_good if no hyperedge of ~ has a coloring that 
corresponds to a member of qg. 
Lemma 2.2. Let k and l be given, let ~ be a class o[ 2-colorings of {1, . . . ,  k} 
and assume that c~ contains both possible monochromatic colorings. Then there 
exists a k-uniform oriented hypergraph ~; having no circuits shorter than l and 
having distinguished vertices u and v such that ~: has qg-good colorings, but in any 
such coloring, u and v have opposite colors. 
~f .  Consider a k-uniform hypergraph ~ '  which has no circuits shorter than l 
and which has chromatic number 3. The existence of such an ~r, is guaranteed by 
[8] or [13], the latter proof being cohstructive. Clearly, F '  has no off-good 
coloring, since some hyperedge must be monochromatic n any two-coloring of 
the vertices of ~:'. Now let ~0 be a minimal subhypergraph of ~r, with the 
property that ~:0 has no off-good coloring. 
Consider one hyperedge E = (u l , . . . ,  uk) of ~:0 and let (v l , . . . ,  vk) be a 
sequence of k vertices not in ~0. Now form ~,  i = 1 , . . . ,  k, by replacing the 
hyperedge E by (v l , . . . ,  vi, U~+l,..., uk), leaving the other hyperedges the same. 
Clearly ~k has a q-good coloring, and ~r 0 of course does not. Now choose i > 0 
such that ~ has a C~-good coloring and ~:i-1 does not. We claim that ~:= ~,  
u = u~, v =vi  satisfy the requirements of the lemma. Certainly ~r has a off-good 
coloring. On the other hand, if in any such coloring u and v had the same color, 
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one could color ~i-1 analogouslyto yield a Cg-good coloring, a contradiction. 
Finally, it is obvious that ~ has no circuits shorter than I. This completes the 
proof. [] 
Our main construction will be.made in Theorem 2.1 where we will use Lemma 
2.2. However, the construction can fail to produce a sender directly, yielding a 
determiner instead. Therefore, we need the following lemma to get around such a 
difficulty. 
Lemma 2.3. If G, H ~ F3, and if there exist a (G, H)-determiner and an (H, G)- 
determiner, then there exists a negative (43, H)-sencler with adjacent signal edges. 
Proof. This lemma is a direct generalization of that of Lemma 1 in [5], so we will 
be brief. Take a K~.4 with central vertex labeled 0 and endpoints labeled 1, 2, 3, 
4. Take three vertices of a copy of G and identify them with vertices 0, 1, 2; take 
another copy of G and identify three of its vertices with vertices 0, 3, 4. Next, do 
the same for two copies of H, except hat the identifications are with 0, 2, 3 and 0, 
4, 1 respectively. Now with each edge of both copies of G, except for the edges of 
the K1,4, identify the signal edge of a (G, /-/)-determiner. Finally, do the same for 
both copies of H, except using (H, G)-determiners. It is now not hard to see that 
the resulting graph has (G, /-/)-good colorings, but that in any such coloring the 
edges 01, 02, 03, 04 alternate in color, where 01 (say) can be either color. Thus 
this graph acts as a negative (G, /-/)-sender, with 01 and 02 as its signal edges. 
This completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 2.1. If G, H ~ F3, then there exists a negative (G, H)-sender with adja- 
cent signal edges. 
ProoL Let F and x have the properties pecified in Lemma 2.1, and let k be the 
degree of x. Let v l , . . . ,  vk be the vertices of F that are adjacent o x, and 
consider the edges XVl , . . . ,  XVk. By Lemma 2.1, at least one coloring of these 
edges can be extended to a (G, /-/)-good coloring of F, but on the other hand, 
neither monochromatic coloring can be so extended. Observe that any coloring of 
the edges xv l , . . . ,  xvk can also be regarded as a coloring of the vertices 
Vl, • •. ,  vk. Let c¢ denote the set of colorings of the k vertices which correspond to 
a coloring of the k edges which cannot be extended to a ( G, /-/)-good coloring of 
F. 
Now set l=max(p(G) ,  p(H))+ 1 and invoke Lemma 2.2. Let ~ be the k- 
uniform hypergraph guaranteed by that lemma. We use ~ to construct a graph 
that will serve as a sender. Let y be a vertex not in ~. For every hyperedge 
(w, . . . ,  Wk) in ~, take a copy of F, identifying the x and V l , . . . ,  vk of the F with 
y and Wl,. •. ,  wk respectively. As usual, the copies of F are to have no vertices in 
common other than those implied by the above identifications. Let u and v be the 
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distinguished vertices in Lemma 2.2. We claim that thi~ graph has (G, /-/)-good 
colorings, but that in any such coloring the edges uy and vy have opposite colors. 
To prove that in any (G, /-/)-good coloring, uy and vy have opposite colors, 
consider such a coloring, and the corresponding coloring induced on the vertices 
of 3~. Clearly, no hyperhedge of 3~ can have a coloring in qg, for this would imply 
that some copy of F would have a coloring that was not (G, /-/)-good. Thus u and 
v, and hence uy and vy, must have opposite colors. 
To prove that (G, /-/)-good colorings exist, consider a C~-good coloring of 3~, 
and consider the corresponding coloring of the edges incident with y. By the 
definition of qg, this coloring can be extended to the remaining edges of the graph 
so that all of the copies of F have (G, /-/)-good colorings. Suppose now that a red 
G, say, occurs; it must be spread among more than one copy of F, using vertices 
from more than one hyperedge of ~. Let s and t be vertices, from ~, of a red G 
that are not in the same hyperedge. If G = K3 this is dearly impossible, since the 
K3 would use the vertices s, t, y, but the edge st could not exist. If G is 
3-connected, this is also impossible, since s and t would be joined by 3 disjoint 
paths. Only one of these could use y, and the other two would contain vertices 
which form a circuit in ~. But such a circuit would have length no more than 
p(G) < l, a contradiction. 
We are now nearly done. Designate the edges uy and vy by e and f respec- 
tively. We have seen that in any (G, H)-good coloring of our graph, e and f have 
opposite colors. I f  e can have either color, our graph is already a negative 
(G, H, e, b-sender. If, however, e must always be red, say, then our graph is both 
a (G, H, e)-determiner and a (H, G,f)-determiner. In this case, Lemma 2.3 
applies; hence our proof is complete in either case. [] 
It is now easy to construct other types of senders. 
Theorem 2.2. If G, He  1"3, then there exist both positive and negative (G, H)- 
senders with adjacent signal edges, and also such senders in which the signal edges 
are arbitrarily distant from each other. 
1~oot. Let F be a negative (G, H)-sender of the sort guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. 
If we take two copies of F and identify a signal edge of each, we get a positive 
(G, /-/)-sender; by changing the orientation of the identified edge, we can arrange 
that the resulting signal edges are adjacent or nonadjacent. Taking copies of the 
one in which the edges are nonadjacent, we can clearly form chains of senders, 
yielding a positive (G, H)-sender whose signal edges are arbitrarily distant. 
Finally, adding a negative sender at one end ofthis yields a negative sender with 
arbitrarily distant signal edges. [] 
In Lemma 2.3, we used a determiner to produce a sender. Now, we do the 
opposite. 
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Theorem 2.3. I[ G, H e 1"3 and G f: H, then ((3, H)-determiners exist. 
Proot. Assume first that G~ H. Take a copy of H and a disjoint edge e. For each 
edge [ of H, take a positive (G, /-/)-sender, identifying its signal edges with e and 
/. This graph has good colorings, but'in any such, the copy of H, and hence e, 
must be red; hence the graph is a (G, H, e)-determiner. If G c H, then H~ G, so 
an (H, G, e)-determiner exists. Identify e with a negative (G, H)-sender; this 
yields a (G, /-/)-determiner with the other signal edge, completing the proof. [] 
:3. AppUealions of senders and determiners 
In this section we will demonstrate the value of senders and determiners by 
proving a number of theorems which make use of the theorems in Section 2. 
Often, the proofs will be virtually the same as proofs in [5, 6], and then we will 
not repeat he arguments. Our first theorem answers a question of Erdts (private 
communication). Although the proof is somewhat technical, the basic idea is very 
simple. We will call a sender or determiner minimal if no proper subgraph of it is 
a sender with the same signal edges. 
Tlheorem 3.1.. Let G, H ~ F3. Then there exists an a > 0 such that if n is sufficiently 
large, ~(G,  H) has at least e "~"°g" members with n vertices. 
~t.  We will choose a minimal negative (G, H, e, f)-sender F, with vertices u 
and v incident with e and f respectively. Let d be the distance between u and v; 
let d>max(p(G),p(H)), where p(G) denotes the number of vertices of G. 
Assume in addition that F has no vertex whose removal increases the distance 
between some two vertices by as much as d -  2, and moreover that each edge is in 
a cycle of length less than d; such an F certainly exists, by the constructions of the 
previous ection. Let p(F)= k. 
Suppose now that n ~8k z, choose t to be the odd integer satisfying 
2n 2n 
2<t~~ 
2k-5  2k -5 '  
and set 
n=(k -2) t - s .  
It is easily checked that 
n t 
4k~S<~ - 
Now take t copies of F, denoting their signal edges by e~ and f~, and their vertices 
corresponding to u and v by u~ and vi respectively for i = 1 , . . . ,  t. Form a graph 
F'  by identifying e~+l with fi in such a way that u~+x is identified with v~, 
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i = 1 , . . . ,  t, taking indices modulo t. Let w~ denote the vertex formed by identify- 
ing u~+l and vi. 
It is clear that F '  ~ ~(G,/- /) .  We also observe that p(F') = (k - 2)'t. Now form a 
new graph F" by identifying w~ with wt-i,, i = 1 , . . . ,  s, where ( J l , . . . ,  h) is some 
permutation of (1 , . . . ,  s). Clearly, F"---> (G, H). Moreover, F" contains no cycle 
of length ~<d, and hence no copy of G or H, that was not already present in F'.  
From this it is clear that F"~ffl(G, H). Also, p(F")= p(F' ) -s  = n. Hence we are 
done if there are at least e "~°g" nonisomorphic F" that can be formed from F'  in 
this manner. 
We claim that it is possible to recover from each F" a copy of F '  by reversing 
the above process in an essentially unique way. First, the vertices of the F" 
formed by identifying pairs of w~ are recognizable, since they are the only ones 
whose removal increases the distance between some two others by as much as d. 
Moreover, there is only one way to split such a vertex that will lead to F' ;  no 
other way will leave the resulting two vertices at distance d, since every edge of F is 
in a cycle of length less than d. In this reversal process, it is clear that the original 
w0 can be recognized, consequently so can all the w~, except hat the indices might 
possibly be assigned in the opposite order to the original. 
Thus, at least half of all permutations of (1 , . . .  ,s) lead to mutually 
nonisomorphic graphs of the type F". This number is therefore at least 
s !/2 >I [n/4k]!/2 I> e ~"l°g" 
for some a > 0; this completes the proof. [] 
It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the same result applies to senders 
and determiners: The number of minimal (G, /-/)-senders with n vertices is at least 
e ""~°g" when n is large enough (perhaps with a new a), and similarly for 
determiners. In each of Theorems 3.2-3.4, one could remove one sender and 
replace it by any other, thus yielding at least e "~°g" nonisomorphic minimal 
graphs with n vertices which also satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. We will not 
clutter up the results with a formal statement, but its truth should be clear. 
For the next theorem, recall that K (F) is the (vertex-) connectivity of F. 
Theorem 3.2 .  I f  G, He / '3 ,  then 
min K(F)={~ ifG-J:H, 
r ,~6.H)  if G = H. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 8 in [6]. It is trivial that 
min K(F)~>2. On the other hand, if G# H, choose a minimal (G, H)-dete~,ifiner 
and a minimal (H, G)-determiner; both exist by Theorem 2.3. Identify their signal 
edges; this is clearly a member of ~(G,  H), and its connectivity is two. 
We now consider the case G = H. It is easy to see that rain K (F) ~> 3 in this case, 
as in the proof of Theorem 8 of [6]. It remains to construct F ~ fl~(G) for which 
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K(F) = 3. Let F0 be a minimal (13, e,/)-sender whose signal edges are at distance 
greater than p(13). Now identify a vertex of e with a vertex of / .  This yields a 
minimal 13-sender F1 with adjacent signal edges ux and vx, say, and with the 
further property that the only paths joining u and v other than uxv have length 
greater than p(13). Take three copies of F1, with signal edges u~x; and vix~, 
i = 1, 2, 3. Identify all the x~ and also identify the pairs (ul, v2), (u2, v3), (u3, vl). 
Call this graph F. Clearly F ~ 13 and K (F)= 3. But the construction guarantees 
that all copies of (9 contained in F must in fact be contained entirely in one copy 
of F1. From this, it is straightforward that F is G-minimal, completing the 
proof. [] 
The next result partially settles a conjecture of [15]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 13, H e F3 and suppose that F-/->(13, H). Then ffl(13, H) has 
infinitely many members that contain F as an induced subgraph. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 1 of [5] with 13 and 
H in place of K, and Ks. [] 
From this theorem, we see that ~(13,/-/) has members with arbitrarily large 
maximum degree, genus, and chromatic number. 
The next result shows that senders can be of use even for some disconnected 
graphs. 
Theorem 3.4. If 13, He  F3 and m, n >I 1, then fit(m13, nil) has infinitely many 
connected members. 
ProoL The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2 in [5]. The only 
major changes required are that each ~ in the construction is to become a copy 
of 13 and a copy of H sharing the single edge e~, and that 13 and H take the place 
of K, and Ks respectively. [] 
TIh'eorem 3.5. Let 13, H e Fa. Then if 13 ~ H, there exists an infinite graph F such 
that F has a unique (13, I-I)-good coloring. If G = H, then there is an infinite F for 
which the good coloring is unique except for exchange of colors. 
Proof. Assume first that 13 ~ H. We will construct inductively an infinite sequence 
F1, F2,.. • of finite graphs, such that F~ is an induced subgraph of F~+I; the union 
of these graphs will be F. Let F1 be K2. Assume now that F~, i~  1, has been 
constructed, and assign a (13,/-/)-good coloring to the edges of F~. Form F~+I by 
identifying the signal edge of a (13,/-/)-determiner to every edge of F~ assigned the 
color red, and a (H, 13)-deterrniner to every edge of F~ assigned the color blue. 
Thus the colors of F~ in a good coloring of ~+1 are unique. It is clear that the 
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union of all the F~ has a unique good coloring. If G = H, the process is nearly the 
same. We arbitrarily assign F1 the color 1; then in place of determiners we use 
senders one of whose signal edges is identified with an edge whose color is already 
determined as being color 1 or 2, being careful to use senders whose signal edges 
are at distance >p(G). This completes the proof. [] 
It is fairly clear that one could in fact show the existence of uncountably many 
nonisomorphic F as above, but the details might get very tedious. Grossman [10] 
has shown that there exist infinitely many finite F ~ ~ (/(3, Ks) for which the good 
coloring is unique except for exchange of colors; his method oes not use senders. 
He also proves similar results in which Ks is replaced by certain other graphs. 
As another example of the application of senders, they are used in [2] to prove 
that if G, H ~/'3, then to determine, for arbitrary F, whether F ~ ~ (G, H), is an 
NP-complete problem. Moreover, for infinite F the corresponding problem is 
undecidable. 
4. The strong case and other extensions 
It is easily seen that all the results proved here can be directly extended to the 
strong case. We state this formally in two theorems. 
Theorem 4.1[. With the exception o[ Theorem 3.2, all the results proved here remain 
true if Fs is replaced by F~ and all weak-arrow terms are replaced by the 
corresponding strong-arrow terms in their statements. 
]Proof. If one examines all the proofs in question, it is clear that only trivial 
changes are needed to convert hem to the strong-arrow case. [] 
The strong-arrow version of Theorem 3.2 is rather more complicated than the 
weak-arrow version. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  G, H e F~ and G g: H, then 
min K(F)=2, 
F~Z*(G,H) 
and moreover the minimizing F need not be members of F~. If G ~ 13, then 
min K (F) = 3. 
F~Z*(G, G) 
Finally, if GcF~-F3  then there exists an F~F~-F3  for which F~*(G,  G), but 
no such F exists outside of F~. 
Proof. Except in the final case, the proof is essentially the same as before, so 
assume that G ~ F~-/'3. Even here, the fact that no such F exists outside F~ 
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follows as before. It remains then to construct an F~ F3 for which F~ ~*(G,  G). 
Let u and v be two (necessarily nonadjacent) vertices of G whose removal 
disconnects G. Let x and y be two vertices that would be disconnected by the 
removal of u and v. Let Go be formed from G by identifying x and y. Clearly 
G~ Go; on the other hand, if two copies of Go are joined by identifying their 
vertices corresponding to u and v, the result does contain G. 
Now form a graph Fo by joining all the edges of Go by positive (G, G)*- 
senders. This graph has (G, G)*-good colorings, but such colorings must have a 
monochromatic Go rooted at u and v. Take three copies of Fo and identify their 
points corresponding to u and v. Clearly, Fok--~(G, G); let F be a (G, G)*- 
minimal subgraph of F0. It is clear that F must contain u, v, and other vertices 
from at least two of the original copies of F0; therefore F¢ F3, and the proof is 
complete. [] 
Up to this point, we have not considered any of the properties of G and H, 
except hose of being in F~ or/ '3.  For certain properties, we can assert hat these 
properties can be carded through to the arrowing graphs in all our results. 
"I~eorem 4.3. Consider the following three classes of graph: ~dx, bipartite graphs; 
~2, graphs containing no odd cycle of length ~k  ; ~da, graphs containing no complete 
graph with k vertices. Then if G, H ~ ~, all results proved here remain true if the 
arrowing graphs are restricted to be members of the same c~. 
Proof. Let G, He  qg~ for some i. It is known that ~(G,  I4) and ~*(G, / - / )  each 
contain a graph that belongs to ~. For i = 2 and 3, this was proved in [17] and 
[14] respectively. For i = 1, this has long been known, at least in the weak-arrow 
case; it is hard to cite an exact reference, but [12] gives an extremal result which 
implies it, for instance. For the strong-arrow case, see [15]. 
If we begin with F0 ~ ~i in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and follow through the 
other constructions of Section 2, we arrive at senders and determiners which are 
members of ~J~. We now turn to Sections 3 and 4. If i = 3, it is clear that we are 
always led to graphs in cgi. If i = 2, this is also clear once we observe that any odd 
cycles not present in the original senders or determiners either have more than 
max(p(G), p(/-/)) vertices, or have a signal edge for a diagonal. If i = 1, we must 
be a bit more careful. Determiners cause no trouble, but when identifying the 
signal edges of a sender with other edges already specified, it may be necessary to 
give one edge a twist to preserve bipartiteness. A similar trick is necessary in the 
proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 4.2. Finally, in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the proof 
must be modified to assure that only vertices of the same color classes are 
identified. This completes the proof. [] 
We have seen that senders and determiners are useful tools for studying the 
properties of ~(G,  H) and ~*(G,  I4). Certainly other applications are possible. 
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In addition to questions of computational complexity [2], they can be used, for 
instance, in studying the minimum degrees of graphs in ~(G, /4 )  and ~*(G,  H). 
This 8 has been determined exactly in [6] when G and H are complete; in other 
cases, senders are of value, but technicalities arise. 
It seems very possible that senders, determiners, and related graphs will turn 
out to have considerable value outside the realm of F~ and/'3. This is true in spite 
of the fact that there are substantial difficulties in both their construction and use 
in such cases. Determiners, at least, have been used in a case in which G and H 
are both trees [4]. 
A great deal of work has been done involving arrow relations. For a survey of 
work in this area as applied to graphs, see [1]. Arrow relations and their relatives 
have also been studied in much more general contexts. For a survey in this 
broader field, see [16]. 
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